as a sailor becomes dependent on the sea. But there are limits. I
know a sailor who was torpedoed nine times, and yet went to sea
again. But the tenth time finished him: he took a job in the docks.
Well, Clara has torpedoed me nine times. If she is going to do it
again she may find it once too often.
conrad. I cannot make out what you have to quarrel about.
Whats wrong with her, or you?
franklyn. If you want to know whats wrong with me, you
must ask her. What is wrong with her is that she is a bluestocking.
conrad. Oh, come! Thats rather out of date, isnt it? I dont
believe the women students at Cambridge know the meaning of
the word. You dont object at this time of day to a woman culti-
vating her mind and being educated?
franklyn. Not at all. Nobody ever does: among our set of
people at any rate. A bluestocking is not an educated woman or a
woman with a cultivated mind.
conrad. What else?
franklyn. A bluestocking is a woman who has a mania for
intellectual subjects without having a ray of intellect.
conrad. Oho! Thats not a bluestocking: it's a university
professor. When a man is mentally incapable of abstract thought
he takes to metaphysics; and they make him a professor. When
he is incapable of conceiving quantity in the abstract he takes to
mathematics; and they make him a professor. When he is incap-
able of distinguishing between a clockwork mouse and a real one
he takes to biology; and they make him a professor. And so on.
The fact is, these chaps are clockwork mice themselves. By
tutoring them and coaching them and stuffing them with text-
books you^ wind them up, and they go. You feel safe with them
because you always know how far they will go and how they
will go. But Clara is not like that. She hasnt been wound up. She
is not a fool.
FRANKLYN. Isnt she?
conrad. Well, not that sort of fool. These people have no
minds at all: Clara has a very restless mind, not to say a fidgety
one. What has she been worrying about now?
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